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Florence School of Transnational Governance



We train current and future leaders in governance beyond the state
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Executive Education


Collaborative courses that combine scientific expertise with hands-on learning aimed at professionals in policy, NGOs, international organisations, media and the private sector.

Read more
Executive Education



















Master's Degree


Designed to educate and train the policy leaders of tomorrow, our Master’s degree programme prepares students to navigate the unprecedented challenges our world will face in the decades to come.


Read more
Master's Degree



















Fellowships


A unique opportunity for policy professionals from around the world to further develop their policy work and skills while participating in the vibrant academic life at the EUI.

Read more
Fellowships



















Policy Dialogues


A forum for representatives from academia, civil society, and the public and private sector to exchange views on the key policy issues on international agendas.

Read more
Policy Dialogues


















Our mission

The Florence School of Transnational Governance (STG) was established in 2017 as part of the European University Institute. In the cradle of the Renaissance, we teach, train and learn by providing a platform where transnational policy actors across politics, business, civil society, media and academia meet.

Read more about the Florence STG
Read more about the Florence STG












Director (acting)






Georgios Papakonstantinou

View profile
Georgios Papakonstantinou















Executive Director






Fabrizio Tassinari

View profile
Fabrizio Tassinari


























Faculty

Meet the School’s Chairs and Adjunct Professors 

Our faculty members are internationally recognised experts of the key transnational policy fields.
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19 March 2024






Policy Dialogue

Florence School of Transnational Governance


Alignment of international carbon credits





Read more
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20 March 2024






Discussion Group

Florence School of Transnational Governance


Debating Democracy
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21 March 2024






Lecture

Joint event


Is economics still relevant?
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Trine Flockhart explores NATO's role in a changing global order

In the latest International Affairs issue on ‘NATO at 75’, Trine Flockhart, Chair in Security Studies at the European University Institute's Florence School of Transnational Governance, examines how NATO's position is evolving in a shifting global order. 

Read more
Trine Flockhart explores NATO's role in a changing global order




















FAI Spring Open Days at Palazzo Buontalenti

Palazzo Buontalenti, home to the Florence School of Transnational Governance, will be opening its doors to the public on 23-24 March as part of the collaboration between the European University Institute (EUI) and the Fondo per l’Ambiente Italiano (FAI).

Read more
FAI Spring Open Days at Palazzo Buontalenti














On IWD, the Florence STG community reflects on female trailblazers

On International Women’s Day, 8 March 2024, we asked community members at the Florence STG to reflect on the achievements and lasting impacts of remarkable women.

Read more
On IWD, the Florence STG community reflects on female trailblazers














EUI Welcomes Refugee Students via University Corridors for Refugees Programme

The European University Institute (EUI) proudly announces its continued participation in the University Corridors for Refugees (UNICORE) initiative in 2024. This UNHCR-backed project awards scholarships to refugees, enabling them to pursue higher education in Italy.

Read more
EUI Welcomes Refugee Students via University Corridors for Refugees Programme
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Tyala Ifwanga

2023 MTnG graduate

“I feel like I have grown a lot academically thanks to STG Florence. Also, our professors are such incredible and inspiring people who always make us ask the right questions.”













Krishnaveni Nagen

2023 YALP fellow 

"If I had to describe my journey as a Young African Leader with one word it would be 'transformative'. YALP is an intense programme that empowers fellows with the skills to become future leaders.” 













Umar Kabanda

2022 – 23 Policy Leader Fellow

“If you are born to be a policymaker, a policy analyst, a policy reformer, then you are in the right place when you come to the Florence School of Transnational Governance.”













Michela Dell'Anno Boulton

ESS, Executive Training Participant

‘Both training programmes I attended at the Florence School of Transnational Governance were a very well balanced mixture of theory, lessons learned from direct experience and useful practical exercises/simulations.”
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Programmes & Initiatives

















STG Climate


STG Climate is a European and global hub of excellence in knowledge-exchange, research and education on climate change policies and governance.

Read more
STG Climate



















Transnational Democracy


The STG Transnational Democracy Programme is a collaborative, interdisciplinary hub that conducts action-oriented research to achieve deep and wide-ranging democratic renewal across national borders.

Read more
Transnational Democracy



















AI&DEM


The Chair on Artificial Intelligence and Democracy studies the potential impact of robotisation, digitalisation and automation on democratic politics.


Read more
AI&DEM



















Open to Health (O2H)


Open to Health (O2H) is a university-based training network that delivers executive training in health governance to actors of health governance with a primary focus on low- and middle-income countries.

Read more
Open to Health (O2H)



















EDMO


EDMO brings together fact-checkers, scholars, media, online platforms and media literacy practitioners to tackle disinformation.

Read more
EDMO



















EMIF


EMIF provides competitive grants to researchers, fact-checkers, not-for-profits and other public interest-oriented organisations working on disinformation research and strengthening media literacy and fact-checking. 

Read more
EMIF





















Discover our research projects










Publications



The Florence School of Transnational Governance brings the worlds of academia and policy-making together in an effort to navigate a context, both inside and outside Europe, where policy-making increasingly transcends national borders.

STG Collection
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Policy Papers

Assessing the burdens of urban heat : a description of functional, economic and public health impacts of increasing heat in cities

Urban Heat Islands (UHI), together with increasingly frequent heatwaves due to climate change, impose functional, economic and public health burdens for cities, urban dwellers and local...


Alejandro Saez Reale 
2023


Read more
Assessing the burdens of urban heat : a description of functional, economic and public health impacts of increasing heat in cities






















Policy Briefs

What needs to change in disability mainstreaming in international aid policies, and how

Why is there a need for international aid policies to better embed disability? What can policy actors do to meet this need?


Carla Vitantonio 
2023


Read more
What needs to change in disability mainstreaming in international aid policies, and how






















STG Policy Brief

Can the new European sustainable finance rules improve the integrity of voluntary carbon markets?

In this Policy Brief asses how new and pending EU legislation on sustainability reporting and disclosure can improve the integrity of voluntary carbon markets.


Jan Cornillie 
2022


Read more
Can the new European sustainable finance rules improve the integrity of voluntary carbon markets?






















STG Policy Analysis

Training politicians towards a more inclusive leadership: A proposal

Equality and representation are founding principles for contemporary democracies. Yet, notwithstanding the increasing adoption, in recent years, of different measures targeted at reducing the...


Hermanin, Costanza; Feo, Francesca; Fischetti, Chiara. 
2022


Read more
Training politicians towards a more inclusive leadership: A proposal






















STG Policy Brief

Options to finance the premium cost of climate-neutral products in the EU : the potential of the ETS and demand creation

Materials such as cement, steel and chemicals can account for up to 90% of CO2 emissions in key value chains and industries, such as electronics, construction, automotive, food and fashion. To meet...


Delbeke, Jos; Egenhofer, Christian,: Lamas, Rebecca 
2022


Read more
Options to finance the premium cost of climate-neutral products in the EU : the potential of the ETS and demand creation






















Policy Paper

Doing the maths to end the refugee crisis: modelling responsibility-sharing in refugee response

The number of refugees worldwide is big and growing; solutions for them, however, lack ambition. The answer, as outlined by the Global Compact on Refugees, is supposed to lie in...


Acker Housman, Stephanie 
2022


Read more
Doing the maths to end the refugee crisis: modelling responsibility-sharing in refugee response






















STG Policy Brief

What is the role of foresight in impact assessment? Early experience and lessons for the European Commission

The European Union (EU) is engaged in a complex digital and ecological transition. The policy programmes launched by the EU to support recovery, resiliency and new modes of growth are definitively...


Radaelli, Claudio; Taffoni, Gaia 
2022


Read more
What is the role of foresight in impact assessment? Early experience and lessons for the European Commission






















STG Policy Brief

Certifying land-use based carbon dioxide removals: outline of a strawman proposal

Science is clear that to reduce the impacts of climate change increasing amounts of carbon dioxide (CO2) will have to be removed from the atmosphere, even if all greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions were...


RUNGE-METZGER, Arthur; ZUIDEMA, Linde; VIS, Peter and DELBEKE, Jos 
2022


Read more
Certifying land-use based carbon dioxide removals: outline of a strawman proposal






















Book

The pursuit of governance: Nordic dispatches on a new middle way

Although there is no overt ideological battle in the twenty-first century, citizens in every latitude register growing dissatisfaction with the results delivered by their governments. In the West...


TASSINARI, Fabrizio 
Newcastle upon Tyne : Agenda Publishing, 2021 


Read more
The pursuit of governance: Nordic dispatches on a new middle way






















STG Policy Analisis

The failure of global public health governance: a forensic analysis

COVID-19 has underlined the fact that in a context of recurring pandemics, public health is a basic global public good, the provision of which presupposes effective and timely collective action at...


Bucher, Ann; Pisani-Ferry, Jean; Papaconstantiou, George 
2022


Read more
The failure of global public health governance: a forensic analysis
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Africa Answers - interviews with our Young African Leaders
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Prof G Papakonstantinou about our executive education
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EUI Newsletter

Stay up to date!



Analyses and commentary on social, political, legal, and economic issues from the Institute's academic community.
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